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We have performed a detailed structural and optical investigation of hydrogenated nanocrystalline

silicon (nc-Si:H) thin films prepared by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition. The

microstructural properties of these thin films are characterized and interpreted physically based on

the growth mechanism. Infrared spectroscopy reveals that the bonded hydrogen in a platelet-like

configuration, which is believed to be located at grain boundaries, greatly affects oxygen incursions

into nc-Si:H thin films, whereas electron spin resonance observations link these incursions to the

introduction of dangling bond defects. Consequently, we propose that in nc-Si:H thin films, high

bonded-hydrogen content in grain boundaries is of great importance in forming hydrogen-dense

amorphous tissues around the small crystalline grains, i.e., compact grain boundary structures with

good passivation. Such structures effectively prevent post-deposition oxidation of grain boundary

surfaces, which might lead to the formation of dangling bond defects. VC 2011 American Institute of
Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3638712]

I. INTRODUCTION

Hydrogenated nanocrystalline silicon (nc-Si:H) is a

mixed phase material consisting of nanometer grains embed-

ded within a hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) host

matrix.1 This material holds great promise as a low-cost,

high-efficiency photovoltaic thin film suitable for tandem

cell applications.2 Extensive optical and electrical investiga-

tions of nc-Si:H thin films have been performed3–5 that

revealed good properties such as high electron mobility3,4

and strong optical absorption with a large photocurrent.5

It is generally believed that the optical and electrical

properties of nc-Si:H thin films are strongly affected by the

bonding configuration of hydrogen as well as its content in

the films.6 Bonded hydrogen in nc-Si:H thin films has been

systematically investigated in several studies,7–10 and the

hydrides with stretching mode at around 2033 cm�1 are

indentified as hydrides in a platelet-like configuration at

grain boundaries resulting from the reaction of H-induced

crystallization of a-Si:H during film deposition.9,10 However,

the role of these hydrides within nc-Si:H thin films remains

to be further investigated.

In contrast, previous works on microcrystalline silicon

thin films have indicated that the post-deposition oxidation of

the films, arising from the porosity at grain boundaries, is

linked to the introduction of dangling-bond (DB) defects at the

Si-O=Si interface (Pb center defects).11 A reduction in the so-

called red response of photovoltaic devices has been

observed,12 and thus such porous structures should be avoided.

Nonetheless, post-deposition oxidation of nc-Si:H in which

grain boundaries not only are unavoidable but also makeup a

large volume fraction is still unclear; only recently has a strong

correlation been reported between the deep-defect density with

oxygen and hydrogen content in nc-Si:H.13

In our study, we have performed a detailed structural

and optical investigation of nc-Si:H thin films, focusing on

bonded hydrogen in a platelet-like configuration at grain

boundaries and post-deposition oxidation of the films. We

emphasize in this paper the effect of bonded hydrogen in

platelet-like configurations on the prevention of the post-

deposition oxidation. This arises due to the formation of a

hydrogen-dense compact grain boundary structure with good

passivation in nc-Si:H thin films. In combination with micro-

structural characterizations of the films, we discuss the de-

pendence on deposition condition for platelet-like hydrides

in terms of the growth mechanism.

II. EXPERIMENTS

The intrinsic nc-Si:H thin films with thicknesses of

0.6–3.0 lm were prepared on both glass and double-sided-pol-

ished intrinsic single crystalline silicon (c-Si) substrates under

a radio-frequency (rf, 13.56 MHz) capacitively coupled

plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) from

silane (SiH4) and hydrogen (H2) at a temperature of 250 �C, a

total gas flow rate of 150 sccm, and a chamber pressure of

150 Pa. The percentage content of silane [SiH4=(SiH4þH2)]

was kept constant at about 1%. The rf power density (PW)

ranged from 0.17 to 0.61 W=cm2 at 0.08–0.09 W=cm2 incre-

ments; the samples were denoted sequentially RF100, RF150,

RF200, RF250, RF300, and RF350 (see Table I).

The microstructure and optical properties of these nc-

Si:H thin films have been characterized by x-ray diffraction

(XRD), Raman, and optical transmission measurements. The

respective measurements were performed on a Bruker D-8

XRD system with a Cu Ka radiation (40 kV, 60 mA), a Jobin

Yvon LabRam HR800 UV micro-Raman spectrometer in
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backscattering configuration mode using an Ar ion laser

(514.5 nm), and a Jobin Yvon 460 monochromator in the

spectral range of 400–900 nm (0.5 nm resolution). Atomic-

scaled micrographs and selected area electric diffraction

(SAED) patterns of the nc-Si:H thin films were obtained by

transmission electron microscopy (TEM, CM200, Philips).

To obtain detailed information on bonded hydrogen and

oxygen within these thin film samples, we performed infra-

red (IR)-absorption measurements between 400 and 4000

cm�1 with a Nicolet Nexus 870 Fourier transform infrared

spectrometer of films deposited on double-sided-polished

intrinsic c-Si wafers. Electron spin resonance (ESR) meas-

urements were performed to estimate the defect density of

the films in the X-band using a Bruker EMX-8 ESR spec-

trometer operation at 9.8 GHz. The microwave power used

in the ESR measurements was 1 mW, and the powdered

samples used were peeled from the thicker films. Moreover,

a Dektak 6M profilometer was used to measure the thick-

nesses of the films. All these measurements were conducted

at room temperature about 3 mo after sample preparation.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1(a) shows a typical high resolution TEM

(HRTEM) image of sample RF100. The micrograph verifies

the presence of approximately 6 nm-sized silicon nanocrys-

tallites with the embedded in an amorphous matrix. The inset

provides the SAED pattern, showing the diffraction rings of

the (111) and (220) planes of silicon. The HRTEM and

SAED enable us to have atom-scaled images of the two-

phase-mixture to ascertain the nature of nc-Si:H thin films.

To obtain structural details of the nc-Si:H films, we per-

formed Raman, XRD, and optical transmission measurements

at room temperature; typical results corresponding to sample

RF100 are illustrated in Figs. 1(b) to 1(d). As shown in Fig.

1(b), the experimental Raman spectrum (open circles) is

decomposed into three Gaussian phonon bands from the amor-

phous silicon contribution [viz., a longitudinal acoustic (LA)

band centered at 300 cm�1, a longitudinal optical (LO) band

at 380 cm�1, and a transverse optical (TO1) band at 480

cm�1], and one asymmetric transverse optical (TO2) band at

around 520 cm�1 from the crystalline silicon contribution cal-

culated from the strain-incorporated three-dimensional pho-

non confinement model.14 The Raman crystalline fraction (Xc)

of 44.9% is deduced by using the relationship Xc¼ Ic=
(Icþ cIa),

15 in which Ic is the integrated intensity of TO2

Raman mode whereas Ia is the integrated intensity of TO1

Raman mode and c(L0)¼ 0.1þ exp(-L0=25) with L0 the aver-

age defect distance of 5.6 nm.

Figure 1(c) presents the experimental XRD pattern that

displays peaks typical of Si atoms in an ordered lattice. The

diffraction peaks located at 2h¼�29.0�, 2h¼�47.5�, and

2h¼�57� correspond to the (111), (220), and (311) planes

of silicon, respectively. In accord with the strongest diffrac-

tion peak intensity, the (111) plane is considered to be the

preferential growth orientation for these films. The large dif-

fraction peak broadening manifests the nanometer-sized

grains that appear in the films; for sample RF100 an average

grain size (d) of 6.1 nm has been obtained using Lorentzian

fitting of the (111) peak as well as the Scherrer formula.16

Figure 2(a) shows the grain sizes obtained from XRD (111)

peak for all the studied samples.

Also for sample RF100, Fig. 1(d) displays the experi-

mental optical transmission spectrum (open circles) and the

result (solid curve) calculated by the envelop method17 from

which two important parameter values can be obtained,

namely the refractive index in the long wavelength limit

TABLE I. Parameters for the nc-Si:H thin films prepared under different power densities. PW is the power density, Rd the growth rate obtained from step profi-

lometer measurements, Xc the crystalline fraction calculated from Raman spectra, d the average grain size derived from XRD (111) peaks, n1 the refractive

index in the long wavelength limit deduced from optical transmission spectra, CH and CO the bonded hydrogen and oxygen content studied from IR absorption

spectra, respectively, and NS the spin density estimated from ESR measurements.

Samples No. PW (W=cm2) Rd (Å=s) Xc (%) d (nm) n1 CH (at. %) CO (at. %) NS (1016=cm3)

RF100 0.17 0.36 44.9 6.1 3.177 8.7 7.4 11.9

RF150 0.26 0.36 48.5 6.5 3.184 9.1 7.7 11.8

RF200 0.35 0.37 52.0 7.0 3.287 7.0 10.1 14.5

RF250 0.43 0.47 48.7 6.1 3.141 12.5 3.6 7.5

RF300 0.52 0.66 45.0 5.6 3.085 12.3 4.3 9.0

RF350 0.61 0.49 45.6 5.7 3.062 14.4 5.1 10.7

FIG. 1. (Color online) Typical results obtained from the nc-Si:H thin film

sample RF100. (a) HRTEM image with SAED pattern shown in the inset.

(b) Experimental (open circles) and fitted (solid curves) Raman spectra. (c)

Experimental XRD spectrum showing diffraction peaks of (111), (220), and

(311). (d) Experimental (open circles) and fitted (solid curve) transmission

spectra.
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(n1) of 3.177 and the film thickness of 0.839 lm. n1 is an

important wavelength-independent optical parameter related

to mass density and atomic structure of the film and is dis-

cussed further in the following. Meanwhile, a good agree-

ment has been achieved between film thicknesses derived

from both the envelope method analyses and step profilome-

ter measurements.

It is well known that nc-Si:H is a two-phase-mixed ma-

terial with nanocrystallites embedded in an amorphous ma-

trix. However, nanometer-sized voids also exist in nc-Si:H

thin films; these should not be neglected when characterizing

the microstructure of nc-Si:H.18,19 Thus, based on Brugge-

man’s effective media approximation (BEMA),20 we calcu-

late volume fractions of crystalline silicon (pc), amorphous

silicon (pa), and voids (pv) of the films by using the crystal-

line fraction (Xc, from Raman analysis) and the refractive

index (n1, from transmission analysis).21 The variation of

these three volume fractions with increasing power density

are presented in Fig. 2(b).

It is clear that the rf power density plays an important

role in the microstructure of the nc-Si:H thin films during

their depositions by PECVD. The change in power density

results in a variation of the kinetic energy both for SiHx

(x¼ 0–3, mainly for x¼ 3) precursors and for atomic hydro-

gen, that can be divided into two stages. During the initial

period, stage I, in which the power densities are below 0.35

W=cm2, the surface diffusion length of the film precursors is

enhanced as the power increases that leads to the formation

of an atomically flatter growing surface.22 Such processes

result in a decrease in the void volume fraction. Meanwhile

the H-induced crystallization of a-Si:H8,9,23,24 is also rein-

forced, leading to the increases of crystalline volume fraction

as well as grain size. Additionally, the growth rates (Rd) of

the films listed in Table I remains unchanged because the

source gas SiH4 is considered to be completely depleted

within the power density range of our experiments.25

During the final period, stage II, at still higher power

densities, a large number of H atoms and ions on the growing

surface with excessively high kinetic energies enhance the

H-abstraction reaction, which reduces the surface diffusion

length of film precursors,26,27 thus clearly increasing the

growth rate. High power densities also bring about excessive

silicon etching, which together with the H abstraction reac-

tion causes not only decreases in crystallization and grain

size but also increases in voids within the film.28 In particu-

lar, under power densities as high as 0.61 W=cm2, extremely

strong silicon etching dramatically influences film growth by

decelerating the growth rate and reducing both amorphous

and crystalline volume fractions, resulting in further

increases in the void volume fraction.

Aside from its effects on microstructure, the rf power

also largely affects hydrogen content and its bonding config-

uration in nc-Si:H thin films.3 Therefore we have employed

room-temperature IR-transmission measurements to better

understand hydrogen incorporation of the nc-Si:H thin film

samples we studied. Figure 3 shows the IR-absorption spec-

tra of the samples prepared under different power densities,

in which absorption peaks of the Si-H rocking-wagging

mode, bending mode, and stretching mode can be observed

at around 630 cm�1, 880 cm�1, and 2090 cm�1,29,30 respec-

tively. Also, we see an absorption peak at 1000-1200 cm�1

related to the Si-O stretching mode,31,32 which indicates the

unwelcomed incorporation of oxygen in the samples. The

bulk oxidation was considered to be linked to the introduc-

tion of Si-O=Si interface DB (Pb center) defects11 as well as

a reduction in the so-called red response of photovoltaic

devices.12 A strong dependence of the deep defects on oxy-

gen content has also been observed in our nc-Si:H thin films;

this will be discussed later.

The bonded-hydrogen content CH is obtained by numeri-

cal integration of the Si-H rocking-wagging mode at around

630 cm�1. The complete procedure29,33 can be expressed as:

FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Grain sizes and (b) volume fractions within the

nc-Si:H thin films under different power densities.

FIG. 3. IR-absorption spectra of the nc-Si:H thin films prepared under differ-

ent power densities as marked; the spectra are shifted vertically for clarity.
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CH ðat: %Þ ¼ AW

NSi

ð
t=w

aðtÞ
t

dt (1)

where a(�) stands for the absorption coefficient of the film at

the wave number �, �=w the rocking-wagging bands around

630 cm�1, and NSi¼ 5� 1022 cm�3 the atomic density of

pure silicon. We fixed the proportionality constant as

AW¼ 2.1� 1019 cm�2 to determine the hydrogen content.34

Similarly, the bonded-oxygen content CO can be deduced

from the numerical integration of the fitted band of the Si-O

stretching mode at 1000-1200 cm�1 with AW¼ 2.8� 1019

cm�2.30,31

From the hydrogen and oxygen content of the nc-Si:H

samples listed in Table I, an interesting inverse correlation

has been found in which higher oxygen content appears in

films with lower hydrogen content and vice versa. Similar

results have been found recently,13,35 although no further

investigation leading to a convincing explanation for such

phenomenon had been conducted. The variation of the crys-

talline volume fraction was suggested to be a possible factor

that influences the hydrogen and oxygen content;13 neverthe-

less, our experimental data provide no evidence for such a

conclusion. Hence to better understand the correlation

between the bonded hydrogen and oxygen in nc-Si:H thin

films, we turn to investigate the stretching mode of Si-H at

around 2090 cm�1, which provides detailed information

about the different bonding configurations of hydrogen.

Figure 4(a) presents the IR-absorption spectrum (open

circles) of sample RF100 in the range of the hydride stretch-

ing modes; five modes can be identified that relate to the

hydrides in different bonding configurations. The stretching

mode frequency position of a hydride in the bulk depends on

the unscreened eigen-frequency of the hydride, bulk screen-

ing, local hydride density, and possible mutual dipole inter-

actions of the hydrogen incorporation configuration.36 The

low stretching mode (LSM), in the range 1980-2010 cm�1,

and the high stretching mode (HSM), in the range 2070-2100

cm�1, originate from the a-Si:H tissue of nc-Si:H thin film,

in which the monohydrides in vacancies contribute domi-

nantly to the LSM, whereas both the monohydrides and the

dihydrides on void surfaces contribute significantly to the

HSM.7 The extreme HSM (EHSM), between 2140 and 2150

cm�1, arises from the trihydrides in the film deposited under

high hydrogen dilution condition.8 The stretching mode at

�2250 cm�1 (OxSi-Hy SM) corresponds to the hydride OxSi-

Hy vibration in which the oxygen atoms are back-bonded to

silicon atoms,37 and thus, together with the Si-O stretching

mode at 1000-1200 cm�1, reflect the bulk oxidation of the

film. The middle stretching mode (MSM) at �2033 cm�1 is

due to hydride vibrations located in a platelet-like configura-

tion at the amorphous-crystalline interfaces, i.e., the grain

boundaries.8–10

Figure 4(b) illustrates the integrated absorptions of the

LSM (I2000), MSM (I2033), and HSM (I2090) for all the sam-

ples studied; these are deduced from the decomposition of

the stretching bands illustrated in Fig. 4(a). Let us first dis-

cuss the evolutions of I2000 and I2090, which indicate changes

in hydrogen-bonding configurations in the amorphous tissue

of nc-Si:H thin films. In the earlier-mentioned stage I,

decreases of both I2000 and I2090 with increasing power den-

sity have been observed. These can be explained by

decreases in the amorphous volume fraction of the films as

power increases. Moreover, the decrease in I2090, which

reflects the hydride presence on a-Si:H void surfaces, also

corresponds well with the reduced void volume fraction of

the films discussed in Fig. 2. In stage II, the obvious higher

I2090 is considered to be caused by the excessively high ki-

netic energy of H atoms and ions during film deposition. As

depicted in Fig. 2, the excessive silicon etching reaction to-

gether with the H-abstraction reaction leads to a less compact

a-Si:H tissue with more voids in this stage; at the same time,

H atoms and ions with higher kinetic energy enhance the H

diffusion into the bulk, thus more H atoms and ions permeate

into the sub-surface region of the film during its deposition.

Therefore, DBs on the surfaces of the increased voids are

passivated by diffusing H atoms and ions, leading to the

FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) A close-up of the measured Si-H stretching modes (open circles) of the nc-Si:H thin film sample RF100. The solid curve represents

the total fit, whereas the dashed curves are the five Gaussian-shaped stretching modes. (b) Bar graph of integrated absorptions of the LSM, HSM, and MSM.

(c) Integrated absorption of the MSM and oxygen content within the nc-Si:H thin films prepared under different power densities.
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formation of the HSM hydrides. Such processes explain the

dramatically high I2090 as well as the total bonded hydrogen

content listed in Table I in stage II, and both of these inte-

grated absorptions keep increasing as the power density is

further increased. Moreover, more dihydrides are formed in

this stage, which can be reflected by their reinforced bending

mode at around 880 cm�1 (see Fig. 3); these dihydrides are

considered to be responsible for the deterioration of the nc-

Si:H thin film solar cell efficiency stability.38 Similarly, it is

easy to understand the decrease in I2000 that reflects hydrides

located in vacancies of the a-Si:H tissue.

We move our attention next to the MSM corresponding

to the vibration of hydrides in a platelet-like configuration;

so far few studies have focused on this. We start with the for-

mation of those hydrides in such a mode. The process of H-

induced crystallization of a-Si:H by the insertion of H into

the strained Si-Si bonds, both on the surface and in the bulk

of the film, leads to the formation of (a) a bond-centered

hydrogen, where a H atom is present between two Si atoms

and is bonded to both Si atoms, (b) an isolated silicon mono-

hydrides where the H atom is bonded to only one Si leaving

a DB on the other Si after the break of the strained Si-Si

bond, or (c) a Si-Si bond with bond length close to the equi-

librium c-Si bond length (2.35 Å) where the H atom is

bonded to only one Si atom after the relaxation of the

strained Si-Si bond.10,39 Silicon hydrides in a platelet-like

configuration in which the Si-H bonds are present along a

planar defect, i.e., the grain boundaries, are formed just after

the passivation of DBs in condition (b) mentioned above by

H diffusion. Such a platelet-like configuration is similar to

the structures observed in c-Si where Si-H bonds are pre-

dominantly oriented along {111} crystallographic planes.40

Clearly the reactions of H insertion and H diffusion are

fundamental in forming the MSM hydrides. The strikingly

higher I2033 in stage II can be explained in that the H atoms

and ions with higher kinetic energy enhance the H diffusion

into the bulk of film, especially diffusion along the grain

boundaries, which as a result leads to higher hydride content

in a platelet-like configuration. In contrast, the H diffusion

reaction is relatively weak over the power density range

existing in stage I. However, H atoms and ions with

extremely high kinetic energy also turn MSM hydrides into

HSM hydrides by excessive silicon etching, which can be

obviously observed at the power density of 0.61 W=cm2.

Furthermore, we attribute the slight decrease in I2033 during

stage I as power density increases to the increase in grain

size which reduces the grain boundary volume fraction.

It is well known that grain boundaries makeup a large

volume fraction in nc-Si:H because the crystalline fraction

of nc-Si:H is made of nanometer-sized crystalline grains.

Thus we need to investigate further the role of MSM

hydrides located within grain boundaries on nc-Si:H thin

films. As shown in Fig. 4(c), the oxygen content depends

strongly on the integrated absorption of the MSM; a higher

integrated absorption signifies lower oxygen content. To

explain this, we suggest that the MSM hydrides help to form

a hydrogen-dense amorphous tissue around the small crystal-

line grains, i.e., a compact grain boundary structure with

good passivation. Consequently, the permeation of oxygen

into grain boundaries during preservation of the films that

results in the post-deposition oxidation of the grain boundary

surface can be effectively prevented. Moreover, films of

higher integrated absorptions of the MSM have grain boun-

daries with more H molecules adsorbed on the surfaces,

namely H-rich regions within grain boundaries41 that are

also beneficial in preventing post-deposition oxidation.

To relate the unwanted incursion of oxygen in nc-Si:H

thin films to the deterioration in electrical properties, we

employed room-temperature ESR measurements which basi-

cally detect the density of neutral DBs with unpaired spins.

Figure 5(a) shows the ESR spectra of the nc-Si:H samples

prepared under different power densities, each normalized to

the sample mass so that the signal amplitude is proportional

to spin density. All spectra show an asymmetric line shape

believed to be caused by a superposition of several resonan-

ces due to DB types in different environments.42 However,

the identification and location of the possible different

defects, which mainly determines the g-value as well as the

peak-to-peak width of the ESR spectrum, is still a matter of

debate that we will not discuss further. We shall focus here

on the spin density (NS), as compared to a spin standard, of

our nc-Si:H samples calculated from a numerical double-

integration over the entire signal of the spectrum. As illus-

trated in Fig. 5(b), a strong correlation between the spin den-

sity (from ESR) and the oxygen content (from absorption in

Fig. 4) of the nc-Si:H thin films can be observed. This indi-

cates that oxygen incursions result in the formation of DB

defects, the Si-O=Si interface DB defects (Pb center defects)

being the most likely candidates.11 Considering that the den-

sity of DB defects in amorphous tissues is relatively low

[�1015 cm�3 (Ref. 43)] due to the effective passivation by

hydrogen during deposition under a high hydrogen dilution

condition, as well as the induced DB densities caused by the

increased voids in a-Si:H tissue [�1015 cm�3 (Ref. 26)], we

submit that post-deposition oxidation of grain boundary

surfaces mainly results in the increase of DB defects in the

nc-Si:H thin films that we have studied. Verification of this

fact is supported by the clear proportionality between oxygen

content and spin density in Fig. 5(b).

FIG. 5. (a) ESR spectra of the nc-Si:H thin films prepared under different

power densities normalized by sample mass. (b) The correlation between

spin density and oxygen content.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the microstructure of nc-Si:H thin films pre-

pared by PECVD has been identified using Raman spectros-

copy, XRD, optical transmission spectroscopy, and TEM

measurements. IR absorption spectroscopy has been per-

formed to obtain detailed information on bonded-hydrogen

and oxygen content as well as bonding configurations of

hydrogen in nc-Si:H thin films. The evolution of the micro-

structure and bonded hydrogen in terms of content and bond-

ing configuration can be explained by the variation in kinetic

energy of hydrogen atoms and ions during film deposition

under different power densities. Moreover, we have found a

strong correlation between oxygen incursion and bonded

hydrogen in a platelet-like configuration, i.e., hydrides in grain

boundaries, in which more platelet-like hydrides lead to less

oxygen incorporation. We attribute such phenomenon to the

role of bonded hydrogen in platelet-like configurations in the

prevention of post-deposition oxidation by forming a

hydrogen-dense compact grain boundary structure with good

passivation in nc-Si:H thin films where grain boundaries

makeup a large volume fraction. The deterioration in electrical

properties of nc-Si:H thin films from oxygen incursions by the

introduction of DB defects has been further verified using

ESR measurements. Therefore, we submit that hydrides in

grain boundaries are of great importance to the property of nc-

Si:H thin films, special attention of which could provide bene-

fits in improving the performance of nc-Si:H-based thin-film

solar cells. Nevertheless, according to our experimental data,

the higher power densities needed to initiate platelet-like

hydride formations during film deposition also leads to higher

voids volume fractions in amorphous tissues and higher dihy-

dride content, both of which should be avoided in nc-Si:H thin

film solar cell manufacture. Consequently, further investiga-

tion is necessary to determine precise optimal growth condi-

tions that yield nc-Si:H thin films with not only compact grain

boundary structures but also compact amorphous tissues with

less dihydrides.
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